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Are you sick of working a job you hate for a boss who despises you? Do you want to get paid what your worth...instead of
what your company thinks they can get away with? Are you struggling to get up in the morning and praying for a snow
day? Or just ready to start enjoying some of that freedom you've heard so much about? Whether you're about to enter
the job market for the first time or you've been slaving away for decades - you need to read Fire Your Boss - as soon as
possible! In this book, you'll learn how to break free of the underpaying labor market and start the journey to financial and
emotional freedom. You cannot underestimate the power of controlling your income. Learn how to blast through every
roadblock keeping you from starting your own business. From "don't know where to start" to "I'm not good with
technology" to "I don't have the confidence" to "I don't have enough time," Fire Your Boss sets all those excuses on fire
with simple and actionable business models that you can start in your spare time to start building up your savings
account. What pragmatic and actionable lessons will you learn? Sixteen business models that all cooperate with each
otherThe simple technique for turning your voice into an ATM machineThe secret to building a business when you don't
have any timeThe foolproof method for getting paid to learnThe most common mistakes even experienced entrepreneurs
make and how to avoid them.The singular best way to create an unstoppable passive revenue stream Here's what this
book ISN'T: this isn't a list of startups you can slave away for, a guide on how to join the "gig economy," or a plan to get a
promotion at work. This is about building consistent and passive revenue streams that can support you when shocks hit
the market and the economy turns against you. How will your life improve? Never live in fear of getting fired every
againGo to sleep knowing that TOMORROW THERE WILL BE MORE MONEY IN YOUR BANK ACCOUNT THAN
TODAYFollow a process that allowed the author to move to a tropical islandChase your dreams without letting stress and
fear hold you back Implement these techniques and watch your happiness skyrocket. Follow this amazing journey and
take control of your destiny by scrolling up and clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
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Chinese edition of Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success. The #1 New York Times and Amazon bestselling
book in nonfiction. Gladwell examines the lives of Outliers - the best of the top 1%, asks what makes them different than
ordinary lives. He approaches the remarkable answers that proves this brilliant book is a revolution. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Do you want to write faster, and not just spend your life stuck behind a computer? Do you want to write Twenty Thousand
Words - every day? Are you struggling to find the time to finish that great novel? Are you always late with your publisher
or stuck choosing between writing and your family? Writers, authors, and screenwriters - you need to read 20K a Day as soon as possible! In this book, you'll learn how to use the power of ritual to unlock "the ZONE" every single time you
sit down to write...FOREVER You cannot underestimate the power of speed. Learn how to isolate the distractions that
slow down your writing and remove them from your life immediately. You will discover the fast writer living within you right
now just waiting to burst forth into the universe. As a 20K Writer, you will finish projects sooner, get paid faster and have
more free time to spend doing the things you love than ever before. Packed with wisdom you can put to use right away,
you'll learn how to become the writer you always knew you were. What pragmatic and actionable tactics will you learn?
How to quickly isolate your writing distractions. The secret to rock-solid outlines that unlock your creativity The foolproof
method for getting into the zone. The most common timing mistakes even smart writers make and how to avoid them.
The singular best way to create profitable, engaging books Also the following insights: The 16 internal causes of
procrastination you must conquer to achieve success Six different ways you can "cheat" and outperform the competition.
A step-by-step process for unlocking the new, super-motivated version of you. How to achieve absolute mindfulness with
seven meditation secrets. PLUS, a powerful quiz to jumpstart the process! Here's what this book ISN'T: this isn't about
making empty promises, starting diets that have no chance of succeeding, or jumping on the latest fad. This is about
building a consistent, unique and permanent work ethic that will allow you to get ahead in business and life. How will your
life improve? Follow a process only a few WRITERS have ever mastered Get KNOWN for your ability to finish projects
early Work on projects and tasks that you LIKE and enjoy every day again Stop stressing about deadlines and start
looking forward to PAYDAYS Build the 20K Habit and LOOK FORWARD to finishing your book in weeks, instead of
months Implement these techniques and watch your profits skyrocket.

Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing
and story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.
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SMALL FONT VERSION(Second book in the series) In the days that followed Jazon and Ajay's journey; tales were told of
incredible deeds and insane tasks; and impossible battles. The only problem was too many people knew that it was actually all
true. Jazon's heart was troubled. Silky was still dying; and Ajay hated him for it. Jazon had been away from his lover for so long
she likely did not want him anymore. Now worse, the adventure they just went on; has likely brought the wrath of a powerful
vampire lord on the entire families heads. Jazon felt like such a failure. He would find a way to keep his family safe even if it cost
him his life
????DDT??????????????????????????,???????????????????????,??,??,?????,???????,?????????????????????????????.

What if you could master the art of financial independence? What if when disaster strikes, your sword is already drawn
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and you're ready to defend your freedom? The enemy is at your gates--whether it be debt, losing your job or family
emergencies--you need to have a plan. You have ALL the weapons you need within you. But without a mentor those
skills can fall by the wayside, unknown and untapped. Let me show you how to master the five elements of your business
breakthrough. I'll take you by the hand and show you how to sharpen your natural abilities into a blade strong enough to
protect you. Based on the five elemental rings of Japanese sword fighting developed by the undefeated legendary. sword
fighter, Miyamoto Musashi, we're going to unlock your potential using the principles of the five elemental rings. Ring of
Wind--Master Your Mindset For Success Wind begins as a whisper, an invisible force. But it can soon turn into a raging
storm, toppling your world, those little whispers saying you're not good enough. You'll become the master of your
thoughts, withstand even the toughest distractions and give yourself the best position for success. Ring of
Earth--Breakthrough Your Limiting Barriers Earth is strong and powerful, it makes mountains which seem too large to
climb. But they are nothing more than dust. What's stopping you from achieving your true potential? Together we're going
to shatter the walls that have held you back and come out the other side stronger than ever. Ring of Water--Release Your
Untapped Assets Water is a terrifying force in all its forms and can both create and destroy. Whatever form your water
takes, we'll use it to make you unstoppable. We will assess your true value, build you a real plan that will hone your
natural assets to get you paid what you're actually worth. Ring of Fire--Make Fast Money The scariest thing about fire
isn't heat, it's the speed. We'll add fuel to your fire so that your passion keeps burning long after you finish this book. It's
time for you to experience fast results and make real money. We are going to set fire to your current salary and find the
shortest path between you and your new revenue. Ring of Void--Six Proven Business Models Void is the least
understood element, and that's what makes it so formidable. It's adaptable and can change shape to fit any situation. We
will unleash your dreams, forge your new path to greatness and achieve the ultimate goal of Breakthrough--to make
money while you sleep. This ISN'T a book you read for inspiration and walk away feeling good. This is a book about
taking ACTION. I want you to be the master of your OWN FATE.What you will walk away with...The five critical beliefs
that will set you up for UNSTOPPABLE successThe six types of barriers which are stopping you from achieving your
potential AND how to overcome themA step-by-step way to discover your assets and prove you're worth MORE than you
believeHow to get paid while you learn and the fastest ways to earn--it may not be what you think!Your new pathway and
actionable plan of attack to earn the income you DESERVEImagine if...You could go to sleep confidently knowing your
family's financial future is secureYou were able to spend more stress-free time relaxing with your friends and familyYou
were making money doing the things you LOVE with the abilities you already HAVEYour time is NOW.Sharpen your
blade. Plan your battle strategy. Emerge VICTORIOUS.Become the MASTER of your fate. Begin your training by clicking
the button above.
In a world full of journals, one stands taller than the rest. If you are happy with mediocrity, then this is NOT the journal for
you. This journal will transform you into the person you were always destined to be. If you've ever wondered why you're
life isn't where you want it, now you know the reason - you didn't have this journal guiding you. Do not let the mistakes of
the past become the mistakes of the future. put this journal in your hands and take the first step on the path to wealth,
freedom and happiness. Together we will assess your current skills, knowledge and assets to formulate a FLAWLESS
ninety-one day plan to change your destiny. [That's right! You get one BONUS day!] WARNING: People will find you
extremely attractive when carrying this journal...If you are married, make sure to carry this journal in your left hand as
only a wedding ring can stop hordes of attractive men and women from asking you out. Be prepared to change your life
from the very first day you have this journal in your hands.
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If you are sick of working a job you hate for a bad boss and you want to get paid what your worth instead of what your
company pays for you, you should take this book. Fire Your Boss is your first step in starting your own business. If you
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consider yourself to be a captive to a dull and tedious job, it's time to Fire Your Boss. This book really helps you to
understand the concept of a startup business, how you work with limited resources like funds and people etc. This book
is all about Untold Business Secrets and proven business plans.
?????????????????? ???????????????? ?????????????????????? ?????????? ????2017???? ?????? ????????????????
????????????????????????? —— ????Daniel Kahneman?????????? ??????????????????????????????????A Brief Histo
of Humankind????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????A Brief History of
Tomorrow?? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ??? ???????????????????????????????? ??
???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????Homo Deus??????????????????????????
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Learn how to blast through every roadblock keeping you from achieving your goals. From "not enough money" to "lack of
connections" to "not enough time" to "I just can't seem to do it," Serve No Master takes aim at all the excuses and breaks the
process down into simple steps that anyone can take to become wealthier, better connected, and freer
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Serve No MasterHow to Escape the 9-5, Start Up an Online Business, Fire Your Boss and Become a Lifestyle Entrepreneur Or Digital
Nomad
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Do you want to take control of your financial destiny, and not spend your life in a cubicle? Do you want to build a profitable business automatically? Are you struggling to make ends meet and trapped in a career you don't love? Or just tired of getting paid 'what you're worth'
instead of what you deserve? Small business owners, entrepreneurs, and dreamers - you need to read Serve No Master - as soon as
possible! In this book, you'll learn how to smash the chains that have limited your financial rewards for far too long. You cannot underestimate
the power of believing in yourself. Learn how to blast through every roadblock keeping you from achieving your goals. From "not enough
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money" to "lack of connections" to "not enough time" to "I just can't seem to do it," Serve No Master takes laser aim at all the excuses and
breaks the process down into small, simple steps that anyone can take to become wealthier, better connected, more talented, and more free.
It doesn't matter if you're already working at home, squeezing in a little extra time after your job, or you don't even have a plan yet; get ready
to smash your chains and gain a better financial outlook and more free time to do what you love! Packed with advice you can put to use right
away; you'll learn how to keep your audience eager and ready to hear from you. What pragmatic and actionable skills will you learn? -How to
build a business around the unique skills you already have -The simple technique for getting titans of industry to pursue you for business
deals -The secret to getting paid over and over again every time you work -The foolproof method for removing all risk from your revenue
streams -The most common mistakes even smart entrepreneurs make and how to avoid them. -The singular best way to create the
unstoppable habit of success -How to get complimentary hotel room upgrades, slash your rent, enjoy cruises for pennies on the dollar and
travel like a boss. Also the following insights: -The 4 critical mistakes you must avoid to keep your business from collapsing -Six different
ways you can use the power of friendship to accelerate your business -A step-by-step guide for finding your unique talent and using it to build
a business -How to structure a business so that you make money even while you sleep. -PLUS, examples to jumpstart the process! Here's
what this book ISN'T: this isn't about selling you some other course, multilevel marketing or getting a five percent bump in your paycheck.
This is about building a consistent, unique and authentic business that you can sell when you're ready to retire. How will your life improve?
-Never live in fear of a boss ever again -Go to sleep knowing that your children's FUTURE IS SECURE -Follow a process only a few
LEADERS have figured out -Build a business that lets you live on a tropical island -Form an army of friends and business connections
dedicated to helping you succeed Implement these techniques and watch your profits skyrocket. Follow this amazing journey and take control
of your destiny by scrolling up and clicking the BUY NOW button at the top of this page!
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